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Kappa Delta sorority 
golf tournament 




Al Pacino is Looking 






The UCF Shakespeare 




The Golden Knights 
fnish their first season 
in Division I-A 
Saturday afternoon 
against Bowling Green 
in the Citrus Bowl. 
Check out the Gridiron 
Report for all the 
details. 






Volunteers provide· homes, hope 
by RYAN ANDERSON broken on Stephenson's home in 
News editor April. <x ~* 
Stephenson, likeotherrecipi-
Thanks to some UCF stu- en ts of homes must contribute 500 
dent volunteers and Habitat for hours of"sweatequity" within two 
Humanity, Dorothy Stephenson years. Sweat equity is the amount 
will have a new home to call her of work that future home owners 
own in time for the holidays. 
"I call it a blessing. It is very 
hard work and sacrifice, but it is a 
very good sacrifice," Stephenson 
said. "It has been a long process to 
get to this point." 
Representatives from Habi-
tat for Humanity visited 
Stephenson's home and conducted 
interviews with her. After three 
months, Stephenson discovered 
that she was one of six people 
chosen out of 550 applicants to 
receive a new home. Ground was 
must put in on the construction of 
their house, or other community 
service. 
Habitat for Humanity is a 
Christian organization working 
with the community, which started 
in the mid 1970's. Former presi-
dent Jimmy Carter is currently in- • 
volved with Habitat for Humanity 
working to help build houses in 
third world countries. 
Since its inception in 1989, 
see HABIT AT, page 2 
photo/COURSEY 
Thanks to UCF volunteers, a family will have a new home. 
Report says "whistle-
blower" fired unfairly 
by RYAN ANDERSON " 
News editor 
A report issued by the 
Florida Attorney General's Office 
of Civil Rights concluded that a 
former employee in the Office of 
Quality Management (OQM) at 
UCF, did not have her contract 
renewed because of her efforts to 
expose time clock violations and 
abuse of the use of state property 
by OQM employees. 
Gina Edwards worked in the 
OQM as coordinator of Training 
and Education programs from July 
12, 1993 until she was reassigned 
to Athletics on June, 30 1995 . 
Edwards' contract was not 
renewed shortly after she had sent 
electronic mail to the UCF per-
sonnel office reporting time card 
I hope other 
people will be 
encouraged to 
speak up about 
unethical acts that 
are committed by 
administrators 
Gina Edwards, 
former OQM employee 
" 
mail, Edwards was informed by 
her supervisor that her contract 
would not be renewed . 
fraud involving one of the em- At the time of the non-re-
ployees in the OQM. Edwards felt newal, Edwards was told she would 
that the employee was being paid 
by the university for time that she 
was not at work, and that the uni-
versity needed to know . 
Shortly after sending the E-
not have her contract extended 
because the OQM was going in a 
different direction and being reor-
see OQM, p..age 2 
H ASA members aim to promote Hispanic culture 
By JENNIFER LINDSTROM Fernandez, President of HASA. Miami Herald journalist Liz " Asst. news editor One of HASA' s goals as a Balmaseda came to speak during Since I've been a 
student organization is to incorpo- the Faculty Professional Banquet. 
For eleven years the His- rate the many different Latin cul- In addition to guest speakers, part of HASA I've 
panic American Student Associa- tures on the campus to non-His- HASA arranged for the Puerto 
tion (HASA) at UCFhas promoted panic students so that they can un- Rican Philharmonic Orchestra to been able to learn 
theLatin culture on campus and in derstand the culture better. play at the UCF Arena. The per-
that we can all the community. This organization The HASA students have formance of the PRPO gave UCF 
has nearly 100 members who are brought in prominent guest speak- a taste of the Puerto Rican style of learn from each · dedicated to keeping the spirit of ers to UCF, and have arranged music. 
theLatin American heritage alive. many different activities in which HASA students also per- other's differences 
HASA brings together stu- students could participate in the formed music during the Seranade 
Frances Fernadez, dents from many different cul- celebration of their cultures. Under the Moon at the reflecting 
tures which include: Spain, Cuba, During Hispanic Awareness pond, in which they selected mu- HASA president 
Salvador, Puerto Rico, Venezuela Month, the members provided a sic that represented the many dif- " and Columbia. number of ways for UCF students ferent countries of Latin culture. Student Association. 
"Since I've been a part of to learn about their heritage. Frank In order to represent art, "Not only is it important to 
HASA I've been able to learn how Devarona, a Superintendent for dance and clothing, the students rediscover the many different as-
everyone shares something dif- Miami Dade schools and historian, arranged an art display in the Ii- pects of our students and their cul-
ferent from their cultures and that came to speak about rediscovering brary. They also performed a dance tures, but it is also a chance for us 
we can all learn from each other's the many cultures of Latin America. on the Green to Hispanic music in 
unique differe~ces," said France~ Pulitzer prize winner ·and conjunction with the Carribean see HASA, page 3 
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"Sweat equity" helps 
Bloodshot eyes, failure to 
stop, leads to DUI arrest 
A 31-year old male was 
charged for DUI on Nov. 3. An 
officer observed the defendant 
drive through a stop sign. The 
officer pu11ed the vehicle over 
and approached it. The smell of 
alcoholic beverages was coming 
from within the car. The defen-
dant had bloodshot eyes and he 
was slightly unsteady on his feet. 
The officer performed sobriety 
tests and the defendant was ar-
rested for DUI. 
Is that a wooden pipe in 
your pocket, or are you 
just happy to see me? 
pant pockets. 
Failure to stop, slurred, 
slow speech warrants DUI 
charge 
An 18-year old male was 
charged with DUI on Nov. 1. An 
officer observed the defendant 
drive his vehicle through a stop 
sign. The officer activated his blue 
lights and had to use his air horn 
because the defendant would not 
pull over. Finally, the defendant 
pulled over and the officer ap-
proached the vehicle. The driver 
had bloodshot and glassy .eyes, 
and his speech was slurred and 
slow. There was a slight odor of 
alcoholic beverages coming from 
within the· vehicle. The officer 
conducted sobriety tests and the 
defendant was placed under arr~st 
for DUI. 
Incidents Reported: 
stolen from the bike rack outside 
of the Education building. The bike 
was a 1996 Univega, model 802. It 
has a.chrome frame, yellow shocks 
and extended handlebars. The 
value of the bike is $767.33. 
•On Nov. 1, someone stole 
a navy blue, Taravella Track & 
Field gym bag and its contents 
from the UCF Arena. Inside the 
gym bag were a towel, Nike track 
spikes, various keys and black 
weight room gloves. The total es-
timated value of the stolen items is 
$195. 
•It was discovered on Nov. 
l that someone broke into a green 
Jeep and stole the stereo from 
within it. An officer was able to 
dust some areas of the vehicle for 
fingerprints. The stereo was val-
ued at approximately $50. 
homeowners 
HABITAT, from page 1 
Habitat for Humanity in Orlando 
has constructed 50 houses. 
"The idea is to build up a 
community," volunteer supervi-
sor Kathy Schoeppner said. "It 
doesn't matter if you have never 
done construction before. Thei:.e is 
always something you can do to 
help. We have people who are 
professional carpenters and people 
who have never picked up a ham-
mer." 
Members of Volunteer UCF 
have spent one Saturday a month 
at the Habitat construction site 
helping make Stephenson's and 
other future homeowners dreams 
become a reality. 
"I think it is a great organi-
zation and everyone should be in-
volved," True Williams, coordi-
nator for Habitat for Volunteer 
UCF said. 
On an average Saturday any-
where from 50 to 200 workers 
converge on a site. 
Currently there are two sites 
in downtown Orlando that Volun-
teer UCF is involved with. The 
foot costs 
unteers working on houses," vol-
unteer supervisor Dick DeGroat 
said. "We have about six to twelve 
retired guys who work during the 
week. Saturdays, area volunteers 
from schools, churches and cor-
porations and a corps of individu-
als come out to help us." 
According to DeGroat, 
Habitat for Orlando has four paid 
employees and rest of the labor 
force is volunteer. 
The homeowners pay mort-
gage payments of about $200 a 
month to cover the cost of the 
building materials. Each house 
costs about $35,000 to build. 
Most houses are sponsored 
by corporations orindividuals who 
cover many of the costs and pro-
vide labor. 
The volunteer force is as di-
verse as the communities which 
the homes benefit. 
"People of different reli-
gious and ethnic backgrounds, and 
different races all come together 
and help build a better future for 
people who could not have a house 
on their owri," DeGroat said. 
For more information on 
A 19-year old male was 
charged for possession of can-
nabis and possession of drug para-
phernalia on Nov. 1. An officer 
observed the defendant in the 
wooded area of the arboretum. 
The officer approached the de-
fendant and questioned him. The 
defendant admitted he was carry-
ing a weapon, a pocket knife, on 
him for protection. The officer 
conducted a pat-down on the de-
fendant. He found a plastic bag 
containing marijuana ·and a 
wooden pipe in the defendant's 
• It was reported on Nov. 4 
that someone damaged a hydrau-
lic pump that was located at the 
retention pond. The tota} damage 
to the hydraulic pump is estimated 
at $800. 
• A UCF staff parking hang 
tag was stolen from the inside of a 
Porsche on Oct. 31. The cost of the 
decal was $88.50. 
sites are located on Hicks St. and . becoming involved.with Habitat 
at Washington and McGuire Av- for Humanity call Habitat for Hu-
enues. manity of East Orange County at 
"Between January and Sep- 568-1600, or Volunteer UCF at 
tember we had 3,000-5,000 vol- 823- 3318. 
• On Nov.1, a bicycle was 
If you have any information 
regarding any of the above inci-
dents, please call the UCFPD at 
823-5555. 
-compiled by Michelle Abram 
Write news, right now 
call 823-8054 ex.32 
ADOPT A SMOKER TODAY 
GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT 
ADOPTION PAPERS 
I, , will do all that I can to help you, _____ , 
not to smoke during Great American Smokeout. I promise to do the 
following to accomplish our goal: 
-Help you remember your commitment not to smoke 
-Bribe you with food, money, and/or timeshare vacations 
You, , on your part will make it through the day ·if you 
-Tell your friends that you have been adopted and will not smoke 
-Remember that today, you are leaving the pack behind 
I will do what it takes to help my friend leave the pack behind. 
I promise not to smoke during the Great American Smokeout. 
signed date _____ _ 
NOVEMBER 19rnWEDNESDAY, ON THE UCF GREEN 11-2 PM 
FREE LUNG CAPACITY TESTS 
FREE QUIT KITS, FREE MINI CHAMPS 
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The Greek Column 
Kappa DeHa number one in 
service year after year 
by MELANIE RIVERA 
Greek columnist 
Kappa Delta Sorority 
hosted their Sixth Annual Golf 
Classic last Sunday to benefit 
the Arnold Palmer Children's 
Hospital. 
The entry fee was $50 per 
person or $300 for corporate 
entries. All proceeds went to help 
the children at Arnold Palmer 
Hospital. 
Besides raising money 
through the golf tournament, 
Kappa Delta also aids the Na-
tional Committee to Prevent 
Child Abuse. To raise funds in 
the past, they have held events 
such as War of the Wings and 
Chili Carnival where local res-
taurants donate food. Besides the 
food, both events have raffles 
and games. 
All proceeds from the tick-
~ts sold go to the Child Abuse 
Committee. 
Because of Kappa Del ta' s 
dedication to service, they have 
continually won the Greek Ser-
vice Award. In fact, they have 
won the award for the past 13 
years. In acknowledgment of this 
fact, the award now bears Kappa 
Delta's flower, the white rose . 
"We take pride in know-
ing that every year our sorority is 
recognized for our dedication to 
philanthropy," Kappa Delta 
Tonya Patterson said. 
Sorority Spotlight 
Name: Kappa Delta 
President: Stacey 
George 
Flower: White rose 
Symbol: Dagger 
Mascot: Teddy bear 
Colors: Pearl white 
and olive green 
Founded: Oct. 23, 
1897 
Kappa Delta also stands 
out in other Greek organizations. 
"Not only do we focus on 
KD's philanthropy events, but 
we are also active participants in 
fraternity philanthropies," Kappa 
Delta Vanessa Cheyney said. 
Kappa Delta won first 
place in Lambda Chi Alpha's 
Watermelon Bust by raising 
over 8,600 pounds of food for 
the Second Harvest Food Bank. 
Service is just one of the 
reasons UCF' s Kappa Delta So-
rority is in the top ten percen-
tile of all KD chapters in 
America. 
HASA hosts speeches 
honoring Hispanic culture 
to give something to our students 
at school so that they can appreci-
ate our cultures," Fernandez said. 
One guest speaker that 
HASA had brought to UCF last 
year was Edward James Olmos, 
the actor who starred in Miami 
Vice and Stand and Deliver. 
HASA contributes to the 
community as well as the school. 
They take a part in Habitat for 
Humanity each semester. 
~ They are also a part of the 
Florida Hispanic Organization, 
which unites other Florida col-
leges and Universities and their 
Hispanic organizations. This in-
vol vement allows their to network 
with many different students from 
all over the state of Florida. 
HASA also helps with the 
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 
in Orlando. This past summer the 
Expo of the Americas was held in 
the Orlando Convention Center. 
This was an expo for travel, busi-
ness and journalism professionals 
from different Hispanic coun-
tries. The members of HASA 
assisted with the conferences and 
presentations. 
HASA members try to 
make a family at UCF not only 
for their own members but for all 
the students attending the uni-
versity. 
Don't forget, The Future·news . 
team meets every Wedn~sday 
night at 7 p.m. at Kelsey's 
Pizza next to the UC-7 Cinema. 
Bring your story ideas and 
your love for writing. 
Call and leave a message for 
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RYDER BANCROFT BClt~TYN NELLIGAN WOODARD 
HOW TO MAKE AN 
•. ·AMERICAN nUILT 
.z.:«~ ...... _ .. ~ .. ~~- -:~~-·-, ~~,~-~ •. ~iwt•<,,·~J 
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HOMECOMING DIRECTOR: Responsible for planning 
and coordinating all of UCF's Homecoming activities, events 
and traditions. The Director must also establish and guide the 
Homecoming Committee. 
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT DIRECTOR (PEC): 
Responsible for all comedians and novelty acts at CAB 
sponsored events like "Tuesday Knight Live." The Director 
. must also work with agents, contracts and ·produce shows . 
GRAPHICS DESIGN DIRECTOR: Responsible for working 
with the Public Relations Directors in designing all gr~phics 
for CAB publicity. The Director must also design and produce 
the CAB Spring Cal and er . 
TViese are pliL~ct pos~tLons on CAB BoliLrvl of DLrectors 
AppLLcvttLovis ctue la!:f November 15, 1996 (CV 5:00PM 
For more Lviforvnllhovi, caLL 823-6471 
eampus Bctivities Board 
Submit to UCF's. Award-Winning Student Literary Magazine 
Deadline: December 20, 1996 
Send or deliver manuscripts and self-addressed 
stamped envelopes to: 
The Cypress Dome 
Department of English (HFA 301) 
University of Central Florida 
Orlando, FL 32816 
Submission guidelines available in HFA 301 
• Complete multimedia computer customized for students 
• Campus Z-Station'" features: 
•Powerful lntel• Pentium'"processor 
• Large capacity hard drive 
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications 
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem 
• Desktop Systems include Microsoft'" Natural'" 
Keyboard and Microsoft Mouse 
• Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun 
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel, 
PowerPoint, Microsoft.Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96 Encyclopedia, 
Microsoft Internet Assistants 
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0 
• Microsoft Plus! 
• Games for Windows 95 
• Norton AntiVirus and more 
• Hewlett Packard Color Deskjet available 
• Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack 
Processor Pentium Pentium Pentium Pentium 
100 MHz 133 MHz 166 MHz 200 MHz 
Hard drive 1.2GB 1.6GB 2.1GB 2.1GB 
Monitor 15" 15" 15" 15" 
(13. 7" viewable) (13. 7" viewable) (13. 7" viewable) (13.7" viewable) 
Price $1699 $1999 $2299 $2499 
with LAN card $1799 $2099 $2399 $2599 
Experience Campus Z-Stanon. 
1-800-811 ··3452 
~ http:/ /www.zds.com 
education@zds.com 
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Act passed to protect 
people who spot waste 
OQM, from page 1 
ganized. Later, Edwards discov-
ered that her former supervisor 
was telling people that Edwards 
was fired due to excessive absences 
and disruptive behavior, even 
though there was no substantial 
evidence to back her claims. 
According to the report is-
sued by Gregory Durden, Director 
of Civil Rights for the Florida 
Office of the Attorney General, 
the evidence collected suggests no 
other reason for Edwards' dis-
missal other than, " adverse per-
sonal action in violation of the 
"Whistle-blower's Act." 
Passed in 1993,FloridaStat-
ute sections 112.3187-112.31895, 
more commonly known as the 
"Whistle-blower's Act", is in-
tended to "prevent agencies or 
independent contractors from 
taking retaliatory action against 
any person who discloses infor-
mation to an appropriate agency 
alleging improper use of govern-
ment office, gross waste of funds, 
or any other abuse or gross ne-
glect of duty on the part of an 
agency, public officer or em-
ployee." 
In order to be protected un-
der the umbrella of the "Whistle-
blower' s act," a state employee 
must report a violation of state 
resources in writing: 
As a state university, UCF 
falls into the realm of a public 
entity, making the employees 
public servants who are account-
able for their actions in using 
state funds. 
Although Edwards left 
UCF under less than ideal cir-
cumstances, she still has posi-
tive feelings towards the univer-
sity. 
"I have no hard feelings 
towards UCF. I am a two time 
UCF alum. I will always support 
UCF," Edwards said. 
Edwards said that she has 
applied for other positions at 
UCF and would love to return to 
work for the university. 
"As a public administra-
tor, I think I have a lot to offer 
the university," Edwards said. 
Despite the bad wrap some 
people give to so called "Whistle-
blowers," Edwards beliefs that 
people who expose abuses of 
power should not be branded as 
the bad guys. 
"The Whistle-blower Act 
should be seen as a positive thing 
and allow administrators to po-
lice one another in a positive 
manner so that government 
would act in a positive, ethical 
way and save the school _and the 
students some money," Edwards 
said. "I hope other people would 
be encouraged to speak up about 
unethical acts that are commit-
ted by other administrators." 
.•Are you concerned about job security, career 
·advancement, or simply finding better 
: employment opportunities? 
•For less than 30¢ a day employers hiring 
across Central Florida will be able to view · 
your resume on-line and contact you directly. 
•It's the easiest and most affordable way of 
finding a job today. 
Apply Today! 
Send your check or money order with a resume to: 
Employment America 
2412 Oakwood Court Kissimee, FL 34744-2622 
3 Months - $30 6 Months - $60 12 Months - $90 
. . Reply today - get one extra month free! 
You have nothing to lose and a whole new future to gain! 
Visa/MC Orders Call (407) 935-1115 
CJENTJRAJL JFJL<Q>JR[JDA ~s 
JLAJR<GJESJT SJEJLJECJT[CQ)N 







OPEN 10 AM TO 7 PM 
MON. -SAT. 
CLOSED SUN 
9434 E.COLONIAL DR. 
ORLANDO, FL 32817 
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Townhouses for rent, close to 
campus. Popular student area, 
newly renovated, 2bd/2ba, 2 story 
with w/d. 550/mth 256-6647 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Travel GREAT INCOME POTENTIAL BELLY DANCING LESSONS 
Join us for victory in '96! UCF 
College Democrats Meetings 
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center, 
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167 
Carmen: 823-0526 
UCF demos @ aol.com 
UCF Newman Club 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm 
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438 
CAMPUS CRUSADE 
FOR CHRIST 
EVERY TUES: & WED. 
NOON SC214 
2/2. 3 min. to UCF. Clean & nice. 
Bdrm w/ own bath. $249/mnth. 
Dishwasher, <lisp., washer hkup, 
etc. Brian 281-3722 Avail now. 
Avail 2/2 at Riverpark Female 
only N/S NID $340 mo 277-4312 
Winter Park, great location, close 
to Rollins, hardwood floors, 
fireplace, great backyard, room 
furn or unfum, $375 for all. Call 
629-9671 for details. 
Apt for rent 2 min. by UCF. 2/2 
Lg lvg rm. Sep ktchn. Many 
dishwashers, disp., wsher hkup, 
etc. Bryn 281-3722 $495/mn~h. 
Huge 2br 2ba apt., walk to 
univ.,quiet, nice view, $440'mo. 
349-2723 
• 
Mobile Home near UCF. 14x60, 
3/2. Includes appliances. Gradu-
ated, must sell. $6700 568-5775 
88 Mazda B2:200 P-up (white) 
performance tires,directional rims 
tint, bra, alarm, rail sys. bed cover 
cold A/C, great cond. x-tras, must 
see. $5500 Chris 896-3402/399-
4307 
1986 Ford Escort L 4-door 
Hatchback, auto, am/fin, 81K 
miles. $900 neg. 678-2874 
1---------------t 
the world while earning an 
exce1lent income in the Cruise Ship 
& Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal & 
fuH-time employment available. No 
exp necessary. For info. call 1-206-
971-3550 ext. C54181 
24 yr old Legal Service Co. 
needs Ff PT Independent Reps 
NO EXP. Neat, Good work 
habits. We Offer Top Pay. No 
Competition, Extensive Train. 
Pd 2x weekly Opportunity 
Seeker Co. Call Now 658-6066 
Internet Access Terminal Sales 
Complete vending units. $200 min. 
per unit sold, potential monthly 
income $500+ per unit. No$$ 
investment required. 
Fax 941-815-963 7 
*EARN EXTRA INCOME* 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 
phone cards. For information send 
self-addressed stamped envelope to: 
Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL 
33164 1985 Peugeot 505 Auto, Cass, 
White, Tinted windows, looks $ 
runs good $950 call 382-9600 Valet Parking Attendants for busy 
1--------------1 downtown nightclub. $4 per hour 
1982 HONDA ACCORD 2 
DOOR MAROON 5 SPEED 
COLD A/C 140 K MILES 
MINT COND. MANY NEW 
PARTS. ASK FOR MA TT 384-
7861 OR LEA VE MESSAGE. 
$2100080 
Babysitter needed-energetic person 
to watch kids in Longwood home. 
15 hrs., call 263-8931 
plus tips. Must have neat appear-
ance, clean driving record, ability 
to drive stick. Call 648-5601 
FUNDRAISER-Motivated 
groups needed to earn $500+ 
promoting AT&T, Discover, gas 
and retail cards. Since 1969, 
we've helped thousands of groups 
raise the money they need. Call 
Lynn at (800)592-2121 ext. 174. 
Free CD to qualified callers. 
Do you aLway~ yeLL ar rbe RefeRee 
when you 'Re warcbznc; spoRrs? 
THEN BE ONE 
ARe you aLways 1eaLous Of youR fRzen3s 
wzrb a cool paRr-rzme 1oks? 
THEN MAKE THEM JEALOUS 
Do you wzsb you ba3 moRe spen3inc; cvoney? 
THEN HA VE SOME ($8/HOUR) 
How? 
BY CALLING ERIN AT MEMORIES UNLIMITED 
.She's looking for dependable, energetic, outgoing individuals 
to work part-time as 
refer€es, game facilitators, and activity leaders. 
Memo1ues Unlionred (407) 872-3838 
While still in school work with 
the fastest growing company PT/ 




ISTS. SINCE 1986, NEAR 
CAMPUS 277-9600 
Typin'g. 15 years experience. Fast/ 
Accurate Service. Laser printer. 
From $2 per page. call 578-9511 
Exercise your entire body while 
learning an art of an ancient world. 
Retone your body, acquire mental 
discipline and have fun .Call 
WMED, Inc. 380-2706 
Advertise in the 
Classifieds! They 
o all the work for 
you! Call Brook 
at 823-8054 • 
Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For ~ 
Terminatio11 of Pregnancy 3 to 24 weeks _ 
Consultation/Care/Counseling . t~· 
Chemical Abortions/Instrument Free · \,,,__./ 
Local/General Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT) n_ ~"!" J _ 
High Tech Sonograms . 
Morning After Pill ~J.J1l@Hiii11u 
Birth Control - Family Planning 
Pregnancy Testing & Counseling 
Yearly Gyn Exams• Nurse Practitioner 
jlmlll0• 1llAlllLllT•OllL•L .. FlllR .. ElllE~ Tre~tment of Abnormal Pap Test 
VD Screening & T;eatment For Women & Men 
1-800-87 4-7792 Convenient• Affordable •Confidential 
· unt • Miltary Discount• Medicaid Discount 
Board Certified 0 Evening Hours o 
1103 Lucerne Terrace Near Downtown Orlando 




~ ,.w~)k±3:6·[-Z-~ -~~ 
• ~~'M 
NEED MONEY 
Earn up to $150.00 per month 
donating plasma 
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS 
1122 W. Church St., Orlando 







_For Sale _Services _Autos _Club Info _Lost & Found 
_Singles • _Ti.ttors _Roommates _Help Wanted _Other 
_Cash _Check Amount$ ___________________ _ 
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs. during the Fall and Spring 
Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) ____________________ _ 
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. Each character in a 
string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail fonn 
and payment to The Central Florida Future, 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: 
Classifieds, or fax fonn and copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our 
offices, located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn. 
For more info, call (407) 823-8054. 
Lb _________________________ Nw:::_. address, and phone .!!equired): ________________ :J 
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Debate on homosexual assertions continues rc:FE MR"· Ln -,, 1L. 
cffuture@gdi.net 
0 Matt Limber offers some 
opposition to Don Pflatser's 
latest column. 
. . ·_ '. , Matt· Limber 
~ .. . - ·:·.· . -· '. · . . . - .·: . 
,.,h; Guest Columnist · · ,_,, 
nD1N1nN f MR" . Ur 1111u11 -, 1 1L. 
First, I shall attempt to dispense 
with the false notions put forth by Mr. 
Pflatser in the Nov. 5 issue concerning ho-
mosexuality. Then I shall proceed to address 
what I contend was accurate in the article. 
able. 
"Homosexuality is not a choice," 
asserts· Mr. Pflatser. Unlike so many 
Christians, I'm not so quick to disagree 
with him. In the reports that I have read, 
scientists trying to determine whether 
homosexuality is genetic or learned have 
come to opposing conclusions, some even 
examining the same data sets. Thus, to my 
satisfaction, the reports are not yet con-
clusive. Even if it is genetic, the Bible, I 
believe, does not permit it. This may be a 
hard pill to swallow for some, but it is 
the only position that I think is true to 
the texts (see below). 
The Bible also calls us not to lust 
(for males or females.) and all sorts of 
other seemingly 
simply dismisses all sin, where He actually 
forgives the penitent sinner ("go and sin no 
more") and rejects the impenitent (see dis-
cussions with the Pharisees and the rich, 
young ruler and the temple break-up scene), 
but, alas, I must limit myself now to the 
discussion at hand. 
"The ONE anti-homoseirnality 
reference is in the Holy Bible ... " This can 
only display his lack of knowledge concern-
ing those traditions within the commonly 
accepted bounds of Christendom which re-
gard, for instance, the tradition of the papal 
encyclicals on par with Sacred Scriptures. 
Surely, Mr. Pflatser would hot claim that 
he has exhaustively searched all the offi-
·cial documents within Roman Catholicism 
to make his 
future.opinion@ 
outdoor.com 




Mr. Pflatser, in his tirade entitled 
"The final word on homosexuality," does 
not put forth the "final word." He has barely 
even begun, in my opinion. In the first place, 
Mr. Pflatser notes (incorrectly) that the 
homosexuals have "moved silently down 
through the centuries." If I -might be so 
bold to point out, much of (pre-Christian) 
Western culture (and indubitably count-
less other non-Western cultures) have 
openly embraced homosexuality and bi-
sexuality, and I can think of no better ex-
ample than the Ancient Romans among 
whom homosexual and bisexual practices 
were acceptable and commonplace. As 
my Latin professor noted just the other 
day, Emperor Hadrian wept at the death 
of his male lover. 
Secondly, with regard to 
choices, Mr. Pflatser admits that he has 
no idea "why in the hell [anyone would] 
choose to be homosexual," however, his 
conclusions that no one would willingly 
subject themselves to persecution are not 
supported by the very witness of history: 
Consider for a moment, if you will, the 
history of early Christendom. Nero was 
burning Christians as human torches to 
light the streets ofRome, throwin.g them 
to the lions, sending them naked onto a 
frozen pond wh~le a tub of warm water 
sits on the shore which is theirs for the 
taking with a simple recantation. But even 
while this was going on, the number of 
Christians were exploding (even soldiers 
who were torturing them converted), 
though they were under intense persecu-
tion. (Indubitably, most Christians would 
attribute the martyrs' endurance to God 
working within them, though I doubt Mr. 
Pflatser would submit to that idea.) In 
addition, I might conjecture that some 
small portion of the bi/homosexual com-
munity is probably simply trying to be 
different by rebelling against the few re-
maining conservative norms in our soci-
ety or fitting into a sub-section of society 
where such practices might be fashion-
innate characteris-
tics of humans 
(which are ex-
tremely useful in 
providing a desire 
for procreation, 
etc.) but to main-
tain control over 
these desires. To 
do otherwise, 
hetero- or homo-
sexual, is a Bibli-
cal sin. 
Christians in general 
tend to be very hypo-
critical when it 
comes ·to judging 
others, especially of 
those in the homo-
claim. (Being a 
Reformed evan-
gelical, I do not 
believe that these 
traditions are of 
equal impor-
tance, but I cite 
them as proof 
that Mr. Pflatser 
oversteps his 
bounds.) In ei-
ther case, despite 
the fact that I be-
lieve the moral 
law is still in ef-
fect, there are 
will inherit the kingdom of God." Etc. (To 
say that "homosexual offenders" are the 
temple prostitutes of antiquity, as some have 
tried to do, does serious harm to the texts 
and distorts the meaning. The Corinthians 
passage above differentiates between "ho-
mosexual offenders" and the "temple pros-
titutes" making it clear that they are not one 
and the same.) Whether you ·agree with the 
Bible or not, it most certainly teaches that 
homosexuality is a sin. 
Now, onto perhaps the most im-
portant issue touched on by Mr. Pflatser: 
intolerance. Here, I must concede. Chris-
tians in general tend to be very hypocriti-
cal when it comes to judging others (i.e., 
enacting some sort of sanction toward 
someone, not a mere mental assessment of 
wrong-doing), especially of those in the ho-
mosexual community. Heterosexual adulter-
ers are certainly no better than homosexual 
ones (especially if gayness is genetic!) in 
God's eyes. 1 Corinthians 5 makes it clear 
how Christians are and are not to judge: "What 
business is it of mine to judge those outside 
the church? ... God will judge those outside" 
(vv. 12,13; cf. Rom 2:1-8; Mat 7:1-5). If 
Christians profess to live in obedience, then 
they certainly mustn't violate this teaching. It 
is abundantly clear from the above texts that 
Christians are not to forgo relations with non-
Christians on the basis of some particular sin 
(e.g., homosexuality, lust, etc.), after all, 
Christians self-admittedly are no better deep 
down than any non-Christian and cannot keep 
from sinning themselves. A little more 
thought, a little more compassion, and a little 
less self-righteousness on all our parts would 
go a long way, methinks. 
I believe 
the Bible clearly 
puts forth a con-
trary position to 
sexual c·ommunity. 
that which my opponent would have you 
believe, Christian or not. Mr. Pflatser ap-
parently fails to grasp the idea that the 
Old Testament Law contains several gen-
eral types of laws: ceremonial/religious, 
civil, and moral. The items he cites in 
Leviticus 15 are quite obviously of the first 
type (note the ceremonial and symbolic 
cleansing of impurity), which the Christians 
believe is fulfilled with the coming of the 
Messiah who is the Sacrifice for the sins of 
all God's people. Therefore, we are no 
longer under the ceremonial and religious 
portion of the Law. The moral law, how-
ever, persists (as does the civil, some others 
would argue). Furthermore, Mr. Pflatser's 
account of Jesus is somewhat naive, in that 
he thinks Jesus has no sense of justice and 
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Technicals 
Ticker: UCF Last 
Div: 1.25 Price: 
PE: 17 
52 week Hi: 49.5 49~2 
52 weeklo: 16 
Beta: 1 .1 
Rel. Strength: 90 
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Now 
Analysis 
With monopolistic price controls 
and $1 .1 billion in parking citation income, 
UCF is likely to see revenue increases in 
v upcoming years. Market-pleasing cost-
cutting measures are evident in offering 
fewer classes in the spring. 
Warren Buffett's 20% buyout on 
Aug. 1 5 spurred investor's confidence in 
UCF stock. Bottom Line: BUY; the only 
losers will be the students. 
several other 
passages which shine aq unfavorable light 
on homosexuality: · 
Romans 1: The "wicked" and 
"foolish" men were given over to "the sin-
.. ful desires of their hearts" and their "shame-
ful lusts." Women and men "exchanged 
natural relations for unnatural ones" and 
men "were inflamed with lust for one an-
other." The "indecent acts" these men com-
mitted are called "perversion[s]" and are 
deserving of punishment. 
1 Corinthians 6.9, 10: "Do you not 
know that the' wicked will not inherit the 
kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Nei-
ther the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor 
adulterers nor male prostitutes nor homo-
sexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy 
nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers 
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9tJ CLEAM UP 
\\c, CW~N t\CT! 
The semester's winding down ... how are you doing? 
It's the downhill slope of the semester. The time 
when we start realizing that there is only one more exam 
left in the class that you were sure you would ace, you 
haven'tjoined even one club, you haven't met your life-
long love, and you still can't remember the difference 
between HPH and HPB. 
Well, time to grab hold of the reins again. You 
have less then four weeks. That's less then one month 
to make this semester everything you had planned. I 
planned on making two new friends, getting a 3.5, (yeah 
right), joining one organization, volunteering two times 
a week, and going to the library three times a week. 
Here is where I am at. I made good friends with 
my new roommates (does that count?), am faltering be-
tween a 2.0/2.5 gpa, haven't joined anything, haven't 
volunteered for anything, and have been to the library 
like three times total, as opposed to three times a week. 
Sound familiar? 
ing to government 
agencies, air bags 
have supposedly 
saved more than 
1000 lives since 
they were intro- _ 
duced in vehicles 
in the early 1970's. 
Autos 




Well, don't think you are a loser. Just because 
you spend your days thinking about what is on TV that 
night does not make you a loser (I do it too). 
I'have figured out that I watch seven hours of 
TV a week, on the minimum. For instance, I will actu-
ally plan on going to the library to study, and then I find 
out Melrose Place is on, and I don't go. lsit on the couch, 
books in my hand, watching. I am sure whe11 I graduate, 
what I learned on Melrose will be much more instru-
mental than what I learn in class. 
Oh, and here is another great invention: E-mail. 
Whoever invented that one has really screwed with my 
life. I am an addict. I admit it. There should be some 12 
step program for this. Seriously. I know that some of 
you out there are like me. I know I am not alone. Denial 
is the first sign. I have actually (I am embarrassed to 
admit this), missed class because of it. No joke. I have 
about 30 people that I write to on a regular basis. 
Whether they respond is another story! I have found old 
boyfriends, old enemies, old teachers, new friends, you 
name it. I have a second phone line in my apartment, 
venience a.h- ' bags 
have become. Chil-
dren are no longer 
These statistics don't hold up under 
closerscrutiny,becausemostoftbein-
dividuals involved in these collisions 
would have survived the crashes with· 
out the air bags. 
Air bags are extremely costJy 
devices that are installed in every new 
car built ht the United States. Since all 
able to sit shot gun, next to the driver, in 
the front seat because the passenger air 
1Jags are known for snapping children's 
necks. Ten years agot this would have 
been unimaiginable, but now ai,r bags are 
causing many inconveniences. 
for the sole purpose of E-mail. I love it. My favorite 
four words in the world are, "You have new mail." I love 
when it says that. I try in the morning to say to myself, 
okay don't check it for the whole day. See if you can do 
that. I give in around noon. Why has this taken over our 
lives? Why does every company, service, food, store and 
organization have a web site? What can they all have to 
say? I heard on TV that Red Lobster has one. What can 
they possibly have on their site? Has anyone seen this? 
The specials of the day? The history of the shrimp? 
Unreal. 
So this is what my first semester of my junior 
year has given me: An addiction to the Internet, a life 
planned by the TV Guide, and plummeting grades. 
I can't wait for Spring. I am going to do it this 
time. I swear. 1 will watch a maximum of 3 hours a week 
of TV. I will check my E-mail once a day. I will go to 
every class. Well, okay, almost every class. Most impor-
tantly, I will join something. Really join something. I will 
probably keep these resolutions till about week 2 in the 
semester. Maybe you all can do better than me. Good Luck. 
Another study sh~ws that air 
bags only are effective in small cars, 
midsize cars, and compact pickups. Air 
bags in large ears, minivans and full· 
size .Pickups offer no advantage be-
The question of whether airbags dO more harm than good has been raised recenlly. 
Every 1-800-COLLECT call you complete between now and December 16th will automatically enter you 
to win a trip for two to see Dishwalla live in concert in San Francisco, plus $1,000 cash to throw around 
town.The more 1-800-COLLECT calls you complete, the more chances you have to win. Now you have two 
great reasons for using 1-800-COLLECT: Up to 44% savings and a chance to see Dishwalla in San Francisco. 
1-800-COLLECT 
® 
save up to 44010. 
U.S. residents. Void where p.rohibited. No purchase necessary. For free entry and rules, call 1-800-RULES4U. Sweepstakes ends 12/16/96. 
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Home of 
The Gene McDowell Show 
every Thursday 6-7PM 
Golden Knights look for 3 in a row 
By Tony Mejia All that can change, however, of the top return men in the nation. have been rock solid. 
Asst. sports editor if UCF continues to get great play Teamed wirhseniortailbackKeylan Attempting to stump the Fal-
from Daunte Culpepper, who has Cates the Falcons have a top flight con passing game will be improving 
Like a popular Broadway play been exceptional in the last two running attack to go with strong defensive backs Davin Bush, 
making it's final appearance the victories completing 43 of 64 for armed quarterback Bob Niemet, a ReginaldDos.ter, Kenton Rickerson, 
University of Central Florida foot- 681 yards and five touchdowns with- sophomore who chose Bowling and Donnell Washington. 
Cl) ball team wi11 see the curtain fall to 'out being intercepted. The Knights Green over Penn State. Niemet may With Culpepper closing out 
their season following Saturday's receivers' have also stepped up, es- not play this Saturday because of a the season on fire and Hall getting 0 
final performance against Bowling pecially Mark Nonsant and Rufus separated shoulder. His replacement, back into the groove, expect the 
Green (4-6) at the Citrus Bowl. Hall who have caught touchdown yettobeannounced, willcomefrom Knights to light it up through the air. 
The Golden Knights ( 4-6) passes in each of the last two games a pair of freshmen, Mark Molk or Joey Hubbard returns-at tight end to 
showcase their first winning streak and have combined for five in that Shane Franzer. Receivers Darmon split time with the ever improving 
of the season after consecutive vie- same amount of time. Hamilton and Terry Lo ville will see Dan Daniels and Patrick Brinson 
tories against Illinois State and Ala- Bowling Green enters on a the majority of the passes. continues to get more plays. 
bama BirnUngham. UCF looks to down note. A really down note. As Defensively, the Golden "Our passing game is getting 
make it three in a row as they tackle losers of five of their last six the Knights are stronger than they have better every game," Hall said. "Our 
the Falcons, a MAC representative Falcons reached a new low-point been all year. Kendrick Thomas is [offensive] linemen have been do-
in the finale for both teams. A win last week when they were downed one tackle away from joining the ingagreatjob. They've been giving 
would also signify that the Knights 16-13 in overtime by previously 100 tackle club that fellow line- us time and that's all we need. If we 
have beaten consecutive I-A oppo- winless Western Michigan. backers Nakia Reddick and John have time to throw the ball we'll 
nents, a feat that has never been The season is especially Bryant have already joined. beat a lot of teams." 
accomplished in school history. In soured because of the factthatBGSU Tavares Tate, last week's de- The season culminates on an 
fact, UCF has never beaten two got out of the gate 3-1. The heart and fensiveMVP andJ ameilMc Whorter up note in one last performance . 
Division I-A teams in the same sea- soul of Bowling Green's offense is . have been excellent as of latewhile The encore will have to wait until 
son, much less back to back. senior tailback Courtney Davis, one 
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UCF receiver finds football to be fun for whole family 
by BROOK BENNETT 
Staff writer 
The term 'keep itin the fam-
ily' has more than one meaning in 
Waycross, Georgia. At least to the 
Stipe family it does. 
Wide receiver Stuart Stipe 
has four pairs of footsteps to fol-
low when it comes to football: 
Steve, Stan, Scott, and Shannon 
Stipe. 
The youngest of five boys, 
Stipe has had football bred into 
him since he was old enough to sit 
in the stands at his brothers' Pop 
Warner games in Waycross. Stipe 
followed his brothers to games 
throughout high school, and even-
tually co11ege. For the past five 
do," Stipe commented. "Athletics 
have been in my family for a long 
time, and they support me now the 
way I supported them when they 
played." 
Steve, 33, played outside 
linebacker for the University of 
Florida, and Stan, 30, played long 
snapper at Georgia Southern. All 
five Stipes played high school ball, 
and Scott played one year at West 
Georgia. Although Shannon didn't 
play college ball, Stuart believes 
each has had equal influence on 
his football career. 
., years, the older Stipe boys have 
After beginning his career 
as a highschool quarterback, Stipe 
was moved to wide receiver dur-, 
ing his junior year. He took a 
liking to the position and loved 
the play-time, so be stuck with it 
and came to UCF as a walk-on 
receiver in 1992. After spending 
his first year as a redshirt and the 
next two on special teams, Stipe 
got his big break in 1995. Begin-
ning the season as a back-up, Stipe 
quickly found himself with as tart-
ing role due to an injury-plagued 
receiving corps. His sure hands 
and knowledge of the Golden 
Knights' offense scheme allowed 
been giving that support right back 
to their baby brother. 
At least three members of 
Stipe's family, including Mom, 
have been to every single game 







other two have been to every home 
game, including New Mexico and 
Georgia Tech. 
"It really means a lot to me 
that they support me the way they 
UCF FOOTBALL 1996 
8/29 WILLIAM & MARY w 39-33 
9/7 @ South Carolina L 33 -14 
9/14 @New Mexico L 17 - 7 
9/21 @Ball State L 31- 10 
9/28 @ East Carolina L 28-7 
10/ 5 OPEN 
10/12 SAMFORD W38-6 
10/19 NE LOUISIANA L 39- 38 
10/26 @ Georgia Tech L 27-10 
11/2 ILLINOIS STATE W42-15 
(Homecoming) 
11/9 @DA-Birmingham w 35-13 
11/16 BOWLING GREEN 4pm 
18Whee 
Mark Nonsant's sticky hands and blazing speed has made 
him a Culpepper favorite this season. His 209 yards 
receiving at UAB last week was just 22 yards shy of David 
Rhodes' single game school mark. 
him to become one of quarterback 
Daunte Culpepper' s prime targets. 
Stipe finished the season with 16 
receptions for 262 yards, a touch-
down and the Most Improved Of-
fensive Player award. 
Receiver Todd Cleveland 
returned this season after being 
declared academically ineligible 
for the '95 season and Stipe 
quickly saw his playing time di-
minish, but he still has managed 
to rack up 286 yards. He has a 
chance to improve those numbers 
in UCF' s final game due to the 
suspension of Cleveland and 
tailback Mike Grant. The suspen-
sion of Cleveland has been good 
for Stipe's personal.statistics, but 
Stipe feels the team has suffered a 
hardship in losing the two start-
ers. 
"The way I was raised, if 
you break the rules than you've 
got to pay the consequences," 
Stipe said. "They've been missed, 
but we've got to go on. It bothers 
me that a distraction like this hap-
pened, but life's full of distrac-
tions and you've just got to over-
come them. That's what the re-
ceiving corps, the running backs 
and the entire offense are doing~" 
This is Stipe's last season in 
football, as a player at least. He'll 
be graduating next fall, ·but time 
has run out on his five year foot-
ball career. His plans for the fu-
ture include moving to a smaller 
town and coaching high school 
ball. He also plans on teaching 
elementary school, kind of like 
one of his role models-former 
UCF receiver Mark Whittamore. 
"Mark was here my fresh-
man year when I was struggling," 
Stipe said. "He always said the 
right things and boosted my spir-
its. He's been a real supporter." 
Stipe's fir al game is this 
Saturday, and he has mixed feel-
ings about closing this chapter of 
his life. 
"It's part of life; you've got 
to move on," Stipe said. "It's time 
to close this door and open an-
other one. I'll probably be the 
saddest person in Orlando on Sat-
urday, but there will also be tears 
of joy because I know there will 
be many more exciting things in 









Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team, 
with select games on 740 WINZ and 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels 
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports 
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with 
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team. 
11850 University Blvd. 
Orlando, Florida 32817 
407-380-6000 
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Barbra Streisand is Romantic Literature professor Rose Morgan in The Mirror Has Two Faces (opening tomorrow) coutHy/TRl-STAR 
INSIDE 
... Wet flicks, salfy lather, and perspiration soak up Arlhur A. Paulk$ 
SWEATSHOP CINEA\A ....... . · ............................... -.. ~ 14-15, 18 
... !HACY/S LOWDOWN ON THE SHAKESPEARE CURATE AS YOU LIKE IT, 
The latest from the l[f SHAKESPEARE ffiTIVAl • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 16 
... Beoufy is skin deep in THE ~IRIKR HAS TWO f ACES 
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Coming next week 
• The electro-psychedelic grooves of Jesse Cervantes' one-man band, 
Passive Aggression •Ira Levi.n's Deathtn'ap debuts at Bob Carr 
.. . ... 
2 Great Locations 
Spend the funniest night of your life at the Comedy Zone 
r----~------, 
I 
I HOLIDAY INN ·: 
: WinterPark 
I 
•Lee Road and I4 
I 









: HOLIDAY· INN.: 
I I 
I 6515 International Dr. I 
: Call 351-3500 : 
I I 
1 2 for 1 • 
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Sweatshop Cinema 
by ARTHUR A. PAULK 
Staff writer 
There is a scene about midway through A Time to Kill, the latest 
formulaic entry in the John Grisham/Joel Schumacher franchise, where 
sweltering Sandra Bullock and misty Matthew McConaughey are engaged 
in a heated political discussion over dinner. Despite having watched the 
scene numerous times in the trailer, I cannot for the life of me tell you exactly 
what they were discussing. 
Why is that you ask? Because I, and countless other viewers like 
myself, was spellbound by the amount of perspiration that was dripping off 
their bodies. I found myself thinking, how can they even eat that food, it's 
got to be swimming in sweat. You' 11 notice that neither one asks to pass the 
salt. Must be the heated conversation you think? Think again. 
You see, A Time to Kill is but the latest entry in an often ignored 
subgenre known as sweatshop cinema. These characters cannot eat, sleep, 
take a meeting, mediate or go to the bathroom without being drenched in 
dampness. By the end of the first reel, Bullock and McConaughey have 
wallowed in more sweat than the entire cast of North Dallas Forty. At the 
gut wrenching climax, they have poured out enough perspiration to drown 
a dozen Joe Gillis' in Sunset Boulevard. And when the credits finally roll, 
the audience has been deluged by a tidal wave of gland gush. If this were a 
William Castle picture, there would be public showers in the theater lobby. 
It is the purpose of this essay to examine and analyze a smattering 
of such sweatshop flicks old and new, thereby illustrating the absurdity of 
the preponderance of perspiration contained therein. Starting with the 
ground breaking Body Heat and continuing to the afore mentioned, A Time 
to Kill. We will explore the genre's past and attempt to determine what 
effect, if any, it has had on mainstream cinema as a whole. Of course we will 
concentrate on films where exudation.-is a dominant theme, but it may be 
necessar; to include isolated incidents of dripping, seeping or beading to 
illustrate a particular point. 
Trapped in an unimaginative screenplay, the actors we will 
examine here have been forced to endure reeking pits and gushing pores as 
a tired attempt at metaphor for "the heat of passion" or "sexual tension". 
Apparently, the parties responsible for these pictures don't realize that even 
people in Antarctica have been known to do the nasty. · 
<. 
( 
In 1981, Body Heat revolutionized cinema with the introduction of 
what has become known as the erotic thriller, a genre that, for obvious 
reasons, would generate scenes of ardent love making for years to come. 
Kathleen Turner plays a femme fatale who convinces William Hurt to assist ~ 
her in bumping off her rich husband. Hurt is a lawyer who is too stupid to 
realize that the patsy she will pin the murder on is himself. This stylish thriller 
takes place in a fictional Florida town with the source of the fervor being a 
weather abnormality. But I assume that it's just an excuse to show Kathleen 
Turner rubbing a cherry snow cone on her chest. 
( 
Although the picture takes plac~ in the early eighties, years after 
the air conditioner was invented, there is no logical reason given why 
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trOm SWEATSHOP, page 14 plot contrivance but merely a biological fact. I, on the Heart,astylishthrillerthatestablishedhimastheposter 
nobody has one, despite the fact that Hurt and Turner both appear to have other hand, think it's just an excuse for Basinger to appear boy for cinematic sudor. Rourke plays a private inves-
the means and the where withal to purchase a bevy of BTUs. sultry, since that's the extent of her acting ability. tigator who is too stupid to realize the patsy he has been 
Critics may point out that the picture is entitled Body Heat after Which brings us back to Mickey Rourke, mak- hired to find is himself. He quickly falls under the spell 
all, and you get what you pay for, thus defending the fervid glandular ,...i_n_g_h_is_thir_· d_co_n_tn_._bu_u_·o_n_t_o_th_e_g_e_n_re_w_ith_1_98_7_'_s_A_ng_e_L ___________ see_S_WY _ TS_H_O_P..:..'.:;.pag.:...:..;e_18....:.... 
assault. But I maintain that if Turner was on the North Pole covered head 
to toe in a parka, that the average male moviegoer would still want to nail 
her. William Hurt on the other hand, is a different matter entirely. 
Mickey Rourke, who played the arsonist in Body Heat, learned a 
valuable lesson from all this silver screen simmering, because five years 
later he broke into the mainstream with 9112 Weeks , a stylish thriller that 
casts Rourke as a commodities broker, too stupid to realize he is a sick 
sexual deviant. Kim Basinger is the object of his degenerate obsessions. 
In discussing the picture with some friends, we all agreed it 
seemingly is a veritable sweat fest. But much to my surprise, a repeat 
viewing reveals that despite the nonstop coupling, the only sudorific scene 
comes when Basinger pleasures herself while watching a slide show, and 
even that could be described as beading at best. 
Thus, in the infancy of the sweatshop genre, we already have an 
intriguing twist, the illusion of smoldering cinema while keeping the actual 
exudation at the basking level. Not a bad feat for a director whose previous 
career highlight was a Scott Baio picture. 
But alas, such restraint was short Ii ved, for brewing on the horizon 
was an onslaught of fervid flicks. Kim Basinger built upon the foundation 
she established in 9112 Weeks the very next year with No Mercy, a stylish 
thriller which upped the ante in the sweatshop sweepstakes. Richard Gere 
plays a cop so stupid, he actually thinks that illiterate mob moll Basinger 
murdered his partner. Handcuffed together, they sweat their way across the 
Louisiana Bayou trying to escape from killer goons. 
No Mercy set a new trend in sweatshop cinema by placing the 
action in New Orleans, which has since appeared on screen to be hotter than 
the equator in the middle of summer. However, since the majority of the 
movie takes place outdoors, purists could argue that the exudation is not a 
Sandra Bullock 
Under New Mas:iagement 
Now OPEN 
Until 2 a.m. Wed - Sat 
I 
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BLIMPIE Bear 
ASK FOR GRAND Re-OPENING Specials 
You'v~ got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an 
AT&T Universal MasterCard®. Like an AT&T True Rewards® 
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and: 
• Sam Goody /Musicland gives you a 15% discount 
on CDs and cassettes. 
• "TCBY"® Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two. 
• BIDCKBUSTER VIDEO® makes your third movie 
free, when you rent two~ 
• Amtrak lets your companion trav~l for 25% off. 
But True Rewards is just one part of our special 
college package. Here are some more: 
To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards® Program, call 
1800 654-0471 
ATs.T 
Your True Choice 
http:/ /wwwatt.com/ college 
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Don't burn up time 
waiting for a 
Pegasus terminal. 
Ou . 
Get it; off your..,shoulders. 
When it'$ Hrne>to seek 
p rdf~ssfort~l\hetp, 
our help desksuppp;rt 
is FREI:'" x·Y .. 
Give us a ring today-
1-800-510-1004 
Or for more information, 
contact the 
l./CF Cqmpilter Store 
at407-823-5603, or any 
student organization. 
I recently had the opportunity to see the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare production of The 
Curate Shakespeare As You like It, written by Don Nigro and directed by UCF' sown Jim 
Heisinger, with set design by Bob Phillips and lighting design by Eric Haugen. 
It is rare to find such a remarkable jewel when it comes to theatre. Yet I shouldn't be 
surprised. When it comes to the Orlando-UCF Shakespeare Festival, which was established • 
in 1989, and award-winning productions, I am never let down. Their productions are full of 
energy and imagination and The Curate Shakespeare As You Like It, is a prime example of the 
ingenuity of this Shakespeare Festival. 
Who could have thought that seven actors could pull off a play containing thirty three < 
characters and two story lines, with the wrong costumes and no audience in a run down theatre 
with no sets? This production is about how a small and barely functioning acting group pulls 
off a seemingly impossible task. 
The energy level keeps the audience at the edge of their seats, almost rolling in the aisles. 
There is a chemistry among the actors which is evident from the beginning. The audience is able ' 
to laugh at the botched up scenes and mixed up dialogue. These laughs are brought on by seven 
talented actors and actresses who are professionals in the art of Shakespeare and comedy. 
The Curate/Director is the head of a small and struggling acting group, a group of seven 
seemingly dysfunctional actors, ineluding himself. The group consists of a clown (Mark 
Brown), Audry, and actress with little faith in her acting abilities (Kelly Holden), William, who 
is nervous and shy (Eric Hissom), Amiens, an extremely versatile, love sick actor (Mark 
Recto.c), Rosiland, and actress who has lost her mind (Catherine Stork) and of course, The 
Curate/Director (Kristian Truelsen). The goal of this small group is to perform William 
Shakespeare's comedy, As You Like It. 
We are first introduced to this group in a noisy scene where we see the actors setting up, 
as if for a performance and inspecting their meager surroundings. Things do not look good. ~ 
There is no set, they brought the wrong costumes and the theatre the group is to perform in is 
a mess. There is no audience to perform to and everybody is frustrated. The Curate/Director tells 
the group to "Presume an audience. We'll shame them into existence." 
The show does go on, even though there is no audience. They muddle their way through 
t 
the scenes and dialogue while using the limited and extremely amusing costumes in order to 
make the show come alive. There are many fast paced character and costume changes which 
are spectacular to watch and hilariously funny. The audience cannot help but be entertained. '( 
With all the odds against this small and humble group, they never give up though the 
temptation is there. Even at their lowest point, when they feel that they have lost all dignity, the 
actors continue. Then they are able to achieve great things while learning some truth of t 
themselves. 
I highly recommend this play for all audiences. Shakespeare and comedy lovers alike will 
be entertained with The Curate Shakespeare As You Like It. This is Shakespeare as you have 
never seen it before. /twill be pla}•ingfromNov.8 to Nov.30 in the SecondStage at the Civic 
Theatre Complex. Please call 245-0985 for show times. •Tracy Webb 
Now playing for a limited 
engagement at the 
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Part of the 
. Cosmic Concert Serles 
SHOW SCHEDULE Fri. & Sat. 
The Beatles in 3.0 9:00 p.m. 
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Mention UCF's Club Corner 
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Shows and show Umes subject to change 
without notice for more 
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• reviews by Dean G. Lewis 
An Ode To the Bardfather 
What we have here for you Shakespeare followers and 
literature believers is an actor's passion play, a vigorous display of 
commitment and energy. Al Pacino's Looking For_ Richard 
attempts to deconstruct the legendary Shakespearean king. Through 
vivid composites of the acting process, on-air interviews with NYC 
pedestrians, and study sessions with big-time thespians like Kevin 
Spacey, Winona Ryder, and Adian Quinn, Al's mission is to make the 
playwright-king accessible. Pacino, early in his film, flashes a copy of 
Cliffs Notes on Richard Ill. Youngsters beware this is no shallow, 
easy-to-read treatment of a classic. drama written centuries ago. Al's 
vision here is far more intense and complex. 
As a director, he brings a fresh, whirlwind approach to 
understanding the iambic rhythms of Shakespeare's verse. While the 
hand-held feel of the documentary segments may be a little hard to 
follow, Al keeps us involved through taut editing. The staged battle 
scene in the end is done in an almost surreal image, like the dream 
Richard has when he realizes the blood spilled in the past has finally 
come to haunt him. Such foreshadowing is always effective, as is the 
way Al intercuts between the documentary and the story. This chal-
lenging film may require repeated viewings. Appreciate what Pacino 
has done for a directorial debut. Take his challenge. Iambic pentameter 
this flavored will leave your taste buds saliving like crazy for thy 
William. *** (out of four) B 
1 hr. 55 min. Rated PG-13 
Sex Hurts 
Jeff Bridges is Gregory Larkin, a neurotic mathematics profes-
sor at Columbia University. Fellow doctorate Barbra Streisand is 
literature teacher, Rose Morgan, a shy woman whose life has been 
anything but beautiful in the schmaltzy romantic weeper The 
Mirror Has Two Faces Raised by her domineering ma, Lauren 
Bacall (in a tasteful role), Rose yearns to be loved. Problem is, she gets 
saddled with Larkin. He thinks the perfect marriage means celibacy. 
Streisand's film is light on the edges, sand papered down 
considerably by ace screenwriter Richard LaGravenese (The Bridges 
of Madison County, The Fisher King). His story has a11 the necessary 
comedy. On the night of their marriage, Rose and Gregory retreat to 
separate bunks, only to spat over who should use the bathroom first. 
The long night seems even longer when Rose pops in a full-length 
video of Lawrence of Arabia. When the pie ends, she tucks.in sleepy-
eyed Bridges, covering his shoulders up like some grade school kid. 
Streisand, the old pro she is, handles her craft with the usual flair. Her 
direction, though not as dramatic or detailed as it was in· The Prince of 
Tides, is crisp and suitably done. Faces is a watered-down soap opera 
version of Love Story, the 70s classic that made Ali MacGraw and 
Ryan O'Neal stars. What Streisand gives us is a love lesson wrapped 
in sugar. Half sweet. Half sour. **112 (out of four) 8-
2 hrs. 5 min. Rated PG-13 
Openin1: Fri. Nov.15 The Funeral, Looking For Richard, The 
Mirror Has Two Faces, Palookaville, Space Jam, Vertigo 
Complete line 15% Discount to 
, of Fresh: Silks, rO-'\ all Students & 
Plants, Flowe~~-:-._'...~ ~ .'\::!1. } } :=_;:/~culty with LO. 
. G:.CA.ScAfi~S.... . ~a 
.· ·A Full Servic·e Florist 
Les Ste>1ri All . C d' C d t d major re 1t ar s excep e 
Wire Service or Delivery available over phone with Major Credit Card 
Wire service to ALL parts of the country 
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10069 University Boulevard 
Orlando, FL 328 l 7 
(on the comer of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping Plaza) 
wire service excludes discount deliver service exludes discount 
SEMORAN SKATEWAY 
Wednesday Night **ADULT SKATE** 
8:30-11:00 
$4.25 Adm. 
16 & over only 1.0. 
MAY BE REQUIRED 
College Discount 
$1 with current college l.D. 
Information: 834-9095 * Casselberry 
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of Lisa Bonet's bad acting as a Voodoo Priestess. The source of their 
collective dampness is the New Orleans locale, but I suspect it's just an 
excuse to show Lisa Bonet run cold water over her skimpy white t-shirt. <. 
New Orleans makes yet another appearance in Wild at Heart, the 
1990 David Lynch film that brings something new to the sweatshop genre, 
the stylish road movie. Nicholas Cage plays a mob errand boy too stupid to 
keep out of prison. Not content to stay and bask in Cape Fear, North 
Carolina, he grabs his girlfriend (Laura Dern) and they take to the highways 
and byways of America in a heroic attempt to drip their dew from coast to 
coast. 
Tragically, their run for the record books is thwarted when 
Cage is arrested for an ill-fated robbery in Texas, but not before they've 
managed to soak more sheets than a prison laundry. Dern claims that 
Cage makes her "hotter than Georgia asphalt" thus providing an excuse to 
show her wearing near Barbie doll sized clothing, when she bothers to wear 
clothes at all. < 
So what is the point of altthis you ask? Well, it is my belief that 
once an actor engages in profuse perspiration, or even just moments of 
dribbling under the right circumstances, that the mere act of oozing can 
irreversibly impact their career for years to come, putting a Svengali 
like effect on their repertoire. The phenomenon achieves exponential 
proportions as other hapless performers are sucked into the vortex of 
exudation. 
Don't believe me? Let's look at the facts. 
Mickey Rourke, having watched William Hurt seep in Body Heat 
and Kim Basinger bead in 9112 Weeks , went on a showerless sweat 
binge in Angel Heart, never to return to the world of the fresh again. 
Robert DeNiro, having watched Mickey Rourke in Heart, seethed in a 
pool of his own sudor in Cape Fear. Juliette Lewis, in turn, was so < 
entranced by DeNiro' s dew, that she would later gush gallons in Strange 
Days. In doing so, she forced Ralph Fiennes to abandon the clean cut picture 
of male perfection he mastered in Quiz Show and become a grease ball that 
the likes of Harvey Keitel would be envious of. 
Coincidence you say? Well, consider this. 
Kim Basinger, looking to leave her9J/2 Weeks of beading 
behind and venture into volcanic smolderingdidjustthatinNoMercy. She 
would later marry Alec Baldwin, who would continue the cycle of sweat by 
saturating the same swamp in Heaven's Prisoners. t 
And then there's Samuel L. Jackson, who was so enthralled with 
the special award he won at Cannes for his dank, drenched dope head in 
Jungle Fever, that he sloshed his way through a string of hygienically 
challenged heat seekers, a feat unparalleled in the industry. So potent was 
Jackson's. juice that Wesley Snipes, no doubt eying a Golden Palm of his 
own, soaked up the sodden sewers in Demolition Man. Sandra Bullock, 
after sniffing Snipes' sudor, would inevitably smolder shamelessly in A < 
Time To Kill. 
Now that we have looked at sweatshop cinema's past and present, 
where can we expect the genre to head in the future? Well, with global < 
wanning and summer heat waves occumng at an alarming frequency, logic 
would dictate that reality to be reflected on the silver screen. Just look at the 
evolution of the genre over the last decade or so. It used to be that your usual 
sweatshop flick would isolate the incandescence to the protagonist and his 
love interest as in Body Heat. Gradually, an ensemble of exudation would 
. develop as in Wild at Heart where Willam Dafoe and Harry Dean Stanton 
got to strut their sudor. But now, in A Time to Kill, even a two bit player like 
Oliver Platt reeks more wringing wetness than Rodney Dangerfield on a bad day. 
One can only predict a cornucopia of condensation into the coming century. 
''You mean I can have Writer's World · 
RESUMES 1tral1ht, white teeth 
· in 6 months?" . 
Absolutely, YES.' l ! 
Thanks to modern technological advances, many of our patients are 
amazed at how easy it is to improve their smile in as few as 4 short 
appointments! That means less time away from your busy schedule. 
Mild crowding problems experienced in later years are now 
corrected with limited "cosmetic" appliances that are barely noticeable 
and space age arch wires that self-activate when exposed· to warm 
environments. Call us today at 359-1960, for a no obligation, FREE 
consultation and see how easy it is to improve your smile. After all 
what better way can there be to make a great impression than with a 
bright, new beautiful smile, in as little as 6 months. 
FREE 
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT 
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40 malt extracts and yeast strains, 16 hop varieties, advanced equipment 
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Golden Knights open exhibition season with win over Macedonia 
by DEREK GONSOULIN 
Staff writer 
Defense and hot shooting 
lead UCF to a103-58 victory over 
outmatched Alumina-Macedonia 
in their exhibition opener Mon-
day night at the UCF Arena. 
Harry Kennedy hit six of 
nine shots, including two of five 
three-pointers to lead the team in 
scoring with 20 points. Davin 
Granberry was a force inside with 
13 points, six rebounds and three 
blocks. Three other Knights 
scored in double figures as every 
member of the team got a least 
nine minutes of playing time. 
"We would have liked a 
more difficult opponent to see 
where our weaknesses are, but 
sometimes, with the young group 
we have, it's good to have a posi-
tive outing," Speraw said. 
The Knight's tough man to 
man defense held Macedonia to 
just 19 points and 25.9 percent 
shooting in helping the home team 
build a 44-19 lead at halftime. The 
Knights did give up 39 points in 
the second half, but shot 70 per-
cent from the field to score 59 
points. 
Speraw assentially liked the 
defensive effort but felt much 
more improvement could still be 
made. 
"I like that we tried to get 
back on defense in the first half. 
We are showing up physically but 
not vocally. We're talking on de-
fense such as switching and com-








municating on picks," Speraw 
said. 
UCFraced out to al 6-6 lead 
six minutes into the game on Corey 
Perry's steal· and coast to coast 
layup. 
In a game that lacked ex-
ecution on both sides, one high-
light was when Mario Lovett found 
Davin Granberry for a one-
handed, power dunk after UCF 
had worked the ball around the 
perimmitter. The slam gave the 
Knights a 40-19 lead and 
Macedonia never threatened to 
come c1oser than half the Knight's 
score the rest of the game. 
Alumina-Macedonia came 
a point short at Jacksonville, 67-
66 but falls to 0-4 on it's United 
States tour. 
Atanasov 1-2 0-0 2 Trpkov 2-3 0.-0 4 Patrovoski 1-4 0.-0 2 Mihajlovski 1-4 0.-0 2 Naumovski 0.-7 0.-0 0 
Milcnkovic 1-2 0-0 3 
Rajkovic 7-10 1-2 18 Atanasovski 0.-0 3-4 3 Cekovski ().. 2 7-10 7 
z.eo 5-8 0-0 10 Stevekovski 1-6 2-2 5 Lazic 1-3 0.-0 2 
Team totals: -20.-5113-18 58 Reh: 27 TO: 25 
Central Florida 
Traina5-8 1-113 Marlow 3-3 2-6 8 Cooper2-2 1-4 
Kennedy 6-9 6-6 20 Steckline 1-2 0.-0 2 Granberry 4-55-1013 
Lovett 5-6 3-3 13 Perry 2-4 2-2 7 Conner 0.-2 0.-0 0 
Cue 2-5 2-2 7 Stewart 4-9 4-4 14 White 0.-3 0.-0 0 
Team Totals: 34-58 26-38 103 Reb: 38 TO: 22 
UCF tries to make it five straight in TAAC 
by KEITH. KRAMER 
Staff writer 
The UCF volleyball team 
has continued its domination 
of the T AAConference as well 
as establish itself as a more 
successful team at UCF than 
basketball, baseball or football. 
UCF is in position to win 
its fifth straight TAAC Cham-
pionship. 
The Golden Knights will 
host the 1996 TAAC Champi-
onship Tournament on Friday, 
November 22.nd, with the 
championship game being 
played at 1 :00 on Saturday the 
23rd. 
The winner of the tourna-
ment will face the winner of 
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Con-
ference in a NCAA Play-In 
match also held at UCF. The 
winner qf the match will go on 
to play in the NCAA Tourna-
ment. 
UCF will be trying to re-
turn to the NCAA for the third 
straight year, after being 
bounced out early the last two. 
Coach Laura Smith, in her 
sixth season as head coach at 
UCF, bas.dominated the TAAC. 
Smith has posted a 54-0 
match record against TAACop-
ponents, as well as going 24-2 
in games played against the 
TAAC this year. 
Florida Atlantic gave 
UC.F its biggest scare losing 2 
games to 3 with the final game 
scored at 13-15. 
Another big reason for 
UCF's domination is Renata 
Menchikova and Tyra Harper, 
with one or the other or both 
ranking in the top five in the 
UCF Basketball going through more change than a toll booth 
Change is customary for 
UCF basketball. From the chang-
ing of momentum which brought 
three consecutive victories for the 
first and only time last season dur-
ing the TAAC tournament to the 
turnover of players that brings in 
DQ Stewart, Mario Lovett, Chad 
Steckline, Scott White, Cory Perry, 
Inyo Cue and Joe Cooper and sees 
the departure of Stacey Castle, Eric 
Riggs, Howard Porter, and Chris 
West. Kirk Speraw keeps it all 
together. 
"All we can do is work hard 
and get better," Speraw said. "This 
is an extremely young team and 
they are going to be up and down. 
They are going to make mistakes. 
It's an a part of youth ... and learn-
ing." 
A tremendously easy win 
Monday against Alumina-
Macedonia didn't do much to test 
the Golden Knights but it did show 
the crowd of 650 that this team is 
injected with youthful energy and 
they are going to be exciting. 
From the smooth play of DQ 
to the gritty agressi veness of 
Steckline this team has demonstrated 
thay can play. Harry Kennedy, the 
senior co-captain has lost nothing 
from his fly shooting skill. Tony 
Marlow, a junior co-captain still 
brings his defensive minded game 
and 150% effort to every game. The 
biggest surprise for UCF comes from 
Brad Traina, who looks ·stronger 
and more athletic than he did his 
freshman year. He tore it up in the 
scrimmages and knocked down both 
of his tliree point attempts en route 
to 14 points against Macedonia. 
Then there is Davin Granberry, the 
energetic big man who sat out last 
season with in jury problems proved 
he was a force to be reckoned with 
in coming up with a couple of 
monstrous dunks and tremendous 
rebounds. 
"It was great to finally be out 
there," Granberry said. "I didn't 
know what I could and couldn't do 
after such a long layoff. I am hop-
ing to contribute," 
This team will take time to 
grow and mesh but is filled with 
such strong personalities that you 
can'thelp but get excited watching 
these guys. 
UCF will grow as they con-
tend with teams like the University 
ofFiorida, South Florida, NC State, 
and the ever improving T AAC. 
However, the fun will be in watch-
ing the team come together and 
grow. The result may take us back 
to the spotlight of the Dance floor. 
categories of games, kills, hit-
ting percentage, service aces 
and digs. Menchikova who is 
only 50 kills behind the career 
leader at UCF will probably be 
surpassed by Harper who sti11 
has two years to make up the 
200 plus kills separating her 
from the top. Menchikova, 
however, has done a11 her work 
in only two years and will be 
graduating at the end of this 
season. 
Harper and Menchikova 
have been assisted, literally, 
by Elyse Schneider who has 
recorded 1157 assists this sea-
son as well as a UCF record 75 
assists against Louisiana Tech 
earlier in the year. 
Suzie Quisser, Maribel 
Marcos, Dawn Hoffman, and 
newcomer Stephanie Noiseux 
have also contributed to round 
out the s'uccess of the volley-
ball season. 
UCF volleyball is 
54-0 vs. ·TAAC 
members in the 
last 5 seasons. 
THE UCF RUGBY TEAM 
WILL BATTLE THE 
UNIVERSITY OF 
FLORIDA @ 2PM ON 
SATURDAY NEAR THE 
UCF SOCCER FIELD. IF 
YOU LIKE RUGGED 
EXCITEMENT OR 
YOU'RE FAN OF 
STRIPED SHIRTS, 
BE THERE! 
